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Unusual Magic

Baker-Dunninger
Slate Deluxe

MADE BY LOUIE GAYNOR.  A
diabolical mental prediction effect from
the Thayer classics. Easy to perform and
audience participation-mentalism
predictions and very entertaining and
mysterious!

Classic Rising Pencil
From the early 1900�s.  One of the best
undetectable pocket tricks of ever
invented!  No Threads!  No Magnets!
NO wax!  No hair! Simple to perform
and always ready!  No set up time!And
a fabulous close up effect  that fits in
your pocket!

Ultissimo
This effect
represents the last word in mentalism!
Two spectators actually choose two
cards separately and they match the
�magi�s� prediction perfectly.  Probably
one of the best psychological effects in
the world of magic. The secret is in the
turning of the spindle around from front
to back!

Olde English Wrist Stocks
Now you can be a Houdini!

People still like escape effects!  You have
one here that is quick and easy to
perform.  A fast and sensational escape
illusion. Great for stage or parlor.

$85

$150

$25

$160

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/baker-dunninger-slate-louie-gaynor-deluxe/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/rising-pencil-louie-gaynor/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultissimo-exclusive-louie-gaynor/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/olde-english-wrist-stocks-gaynor/
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Specialty Magic

Tommy Wonder�s
Card In The

Ring Box
The signed card appears in a little box
after vanishing from the deck. A petite
box, made out of walnut and innocent
as well.  Description in the Tommy
Wonder�s Books of Wonder, Volume 1.

Only 4 Left!

Engraved
2 Versions

Deluxe & Basic
Spectator shows a key ring with picture
of the Zodiac and when it is turned over,
the spectators name and star sign is
engraved right on its back!! This one
prop now becomes many and you can
change the theme. Messages, words,
signs or a number can be engraved on
the back. No stooges, forces or pre-set
ups and no assistants.

Magic Pro Hoop
(Levitation Hoop)

Gleaming polished professional
aluminum hoop is lightweight and easy
to handle!

Can by operated by one hand! Nothing
to worry about hiding!

Simple to open and close!  Nothing
more we can say about this professional
prop!

Only 2 Left!

Dlx...$250
Basic...$150

$225

$455

https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=engraved&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/engraved-deluxe-metal-writing/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/engraved-basic-metal-writing/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/proline-hoop-levitation-hoop-2/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/card-in-ring-box-tommy-wonder-van-dokkum/
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Stevens Magic
George Ledo�s

Four Door Production
Cabinet

An ideal prop for stage presentations!
Yes, it�s an old principle, but still plays
well. PLUS�is is also a nice museum
piece for  your collection or magic room!
Productions can be made and the entire
cabinet can be shown empty!  Only 12
were made.

Michael Baker�s
Albenice Card Rise Revisited
Quite possibly one of the finest card rises
ever created! Plays well in parlor or
stage.  Audience participation and
entertainment at its best.  There has
never been a �gaff� like is in the Albenice
Card Rise! No Electronics!

Michael Baker�s
Okito Hindoo Inkwell

Only 13 sets were made for us and we
have one left!  First come, first served.
A watch is borrowed or a ring, etc. and
placed into the middle cubby hole. In
short order the cubby is opened and the
item is now transformed into something
else, such as a lemon or bread roll. The
borrowed item can now be found
elsewhere.  Cubby�s are lined with velvet!
Inkwells are useable. Oktio type decals
are beautiful. Each piece is hallmarked.
A rare piece indeed.

$395

FLYER  Special Only...$200
This Special is NOT on the Web!

$295

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/albenice-card-rise-revisited-michael-baker/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-four-door-production-cabinet-george-ledo/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/okito-hindoo-inkwell-michael-baker/
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Stevens Magic
Steve Fearson�s

Vectra Cobra Electronic
Invisible Thread Reel

We�ve waited a long time for this one from
the fertile mind of Steve!  Master of
Levitations and his Vectra Reel is specially
designed.  Compact & Stealthy!  Automatic
Locking! Modular & Expandable!  There are
plenty of miracles that can be done with this
unit!

Ring Flight Revolution
This unit is the first ring flight to lock in
place once retracted!Allowing the
spectator to remove the ring.  Ring Flight
has always been a crowd pleaser and
trying to find the best one has finally been accomplished.

Comes with a one year warranty!  Thanks to Don Alan who first came
up with this idea for close up magic.

T.U.R.N.
(The Ultimate Randum Number)
You display a 4 digit Master adjustable
combination lock that has 10,000 possible
sequences.  A spectator inputs as many
combinations as they like, proving that the
lock really is locked! Spectator chooses 4
random spectators who each call out ANY
number between 0 & 9. No forces. And to
everyone�s surprise, the lock opens!  There
has never been a lock effect like this
one!  Worth every penny!

$199

$180

$195

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/vectra-cobra-electronic-invisible-thread-reel-fearson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ring-flight-revolution-generic/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/turn-the-ultimate-random-number/
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
Thomas Pohle�s

Tablets Of  The Pharaohs
Three Tablets hang from the wall; the
spectator removes one and places it in
the small drawer box. Both the drawer
box and the lid are then closed. Upon
re-opening it, the spectator�s chosen
tablet is has returned to the hanging
wall and also vanished from the drawer
box.

Thomas Pohle�s
Mysterious Cube

Of Chung Fu Again
A die shaped square has different colors
on each side. The magus puts the die
inside the tight square temple box with
the red color on top. When he opens it�
is on top. This is repeated a few times
with different colors and each time the
die changes colors/positions. As a finale
the die is placed back into the temple and
then vanishes.

Thomas Pohle�s
Magic Of  Tut Anch Amu

A pyramid and a small draw box rest on a
table. The draw box is open revealing a
gold Pharaoh shaped icon, which is
removed and placed inside the ornate
pyramid. The top of the pyramid is then
closed. When it is opened again the
Pharaoh icon has vanished and returned
to the small drawer box. The Pharaoh lives!

$249

$249

$285

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tablets-of-the-pharaohs-thomas-pohle/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mysterious-cube-of-chung-fu-again-thomas-pohle/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magic-of-tut-anch-amun/
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Stevens Magic Exclusives
Thomas Pohle�s

The Precious Die
A solid die is shown to the audience
on all sides and then placed on an
ordinate stand and then covered.   The
magician makes a few passes and upon
opening the cover again, the die has
vanished, but left in its place a colorful
silk.

Thomas Pohle�s
Chambers Of  The

High Priest
An ordinate sarcophagus rest on a
table. When opened a sliding tomb
must be slid away to reveal the interior
featuring two hexagonal crypts. One
with a red cover and the other with a
blue cover. Both covers are opened
shown empty and a ring is placed
inside the blue lid and closed.  It is
then 3X sealed, when it is removed
again�the ring has jumped to the red
hexagonal crypt!

Thomas Pohle�s
Missing Scarab 2015

A sarcophagus is opened revealing a stack
of three solid tablets each with different
designs.  They are re-stacked on top of each
other, a magical gesture is made and they
are separated again but now one of the
tablets that featured a scarab is gone! The
magus opens up the previously seen empty
sarcophagus drawer box and only to
discover the missing scarab has magically
and invisible arrived inside�transporting
itself in time and dimension!

$150

$285

$150

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/precious-die-thomas-pohle/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/chamber-of-the-high-priest-thomas-pohle/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/missing-scarab-2015-thomas-pohle/
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Available Again Porper Magic

Ghostly Linking Finger Rings
PROFESSIONAL MODEL

The ultimate in a Himber Ring routine!
The unlinking can be done with one
hand! Includes gimmicked ring,
matching non-gimmicked finger ring,
Koran�s mechanical pencil, special
wooden carrying case and full
instructions.

Quarter Sorter Cups
A miracle invented by the famous Al
Cohen and made in top quality by Joe
Porper.  A coin and cup transposition
that is easy to do and mystifying!  And a
great finale!

Toothpick Twister
A clever new paddle routine that goes
beyond regular paddles effects.  In this
one, YOU DO NOT use the standard
paddle move!  Yet the toothpick jumps
from one hole to the other and uses that
new principle never seen in paddle
effects before. Comes with special
leather carrying case.

$595

$40$60

Silent
Sliding

Casino Chip
The sliding casino
shell can be used
in many effects
and uses, the
most notable is 3-

Fly and other Coins Across routines.
Comes with three routines from Mike
Gallo. $50
Know When
To Fold�em

This an incredible
Folding Poker
Chip.  This item
has no visible
lines or cuts!
This item can be
used with several routines, like Chip In
Bottle, (basically anything you can do
with a folding coin).

$50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ghostly-linking-finger-rings-by-joe-porper/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/quarter-sorter-joe-porper/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/toothpick-twister-joe-porper/
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Stevens Magic - Joe Porper

AmaZe Ring
Another excellent Himber ring routine
with a gimmick ring and ungimmicked
ring.  (No special pencil comes with this
set)  DVD comes with this ring set.

Strong Box
Type 1

Porper revolutionized the standard
Lippincott box to create baffling effects!
Allows you to load a solid metal box with
anything that will fit into the box, while
it is sealed!! IF you don�t know the secret,
you can never open the box!

Card Clips
Standard

This is the legendary Porper Card Clip!
There has never been a more
professional protector for your cards.
Colors available are Blue, Red, Black
(shown above) and also Gold and Silver.

Card Clips
Copper Candy Coated

This is the legendary Porper Card Clip!
There has never been a more
professional protector for your cards.

$300

$200

$40
$60

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/porper-strongbox-version-one/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/amazering-joe-porper/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/card-clip-candy-coated-copper-joe-porper/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/card-clip/
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High Quality Coin Magic

Robert
Frederico�s

Ultimate JFK
Levitation

First introduced by SME in
1989!  A sell out!  Now
available again! A silver
Kenney half dollar floats
in a mysterious way over
a card! Easy to carry and
grabs attention!  Excellent
close up effect!

Spinning Stacked
Half  Dollars

No threads!  No magnets!
Real coins!  Perfect for
walkaround or street
magic. Exceptionally
visual!  No sleights!
Features an �internal
system�.  Coins can be
shown front and back! All
handmade!

Eddie Gibson�s
Coin Unique

Great for close-up and
tablehopping!  The
per former shows two
coins, which are placed on
the palm of his hand.
Now, without closing the
hand, suddenly one of the
coins vanished in front of
your spectators. There is
no trace of the other coin!

Boston Box Plus
Eisenhower

Simple beautiful and feels so rich!  You know the
history and  you know the routines that can be done
with a high quality Boston-Okito box. This one uses
Eisenhower dollars and is hand made  out of 100%
brass. The Boston Box is a  revolution in the world
of coin magic.  (Half dollar sizes also available
for $85.00)

Miser�s Miracle
Supplies with a stainless
steel mini coin pail, a giant
size half dollar, a normal
half dollar incorporated
into a special gimmick
which makes the routine
very easy to perform.

$35
$55

$42.50

$95
$30

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultimate-jfk-levitation-robert-frederico/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/coin-unique/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/spinning-stacked-half-dollars-sme/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/boston-box-plus-eisehower/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/boston-box-plus-half-dollar/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/misers-miracle-solari/
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Johnson Deluxe Coins

Silver Copper
Brass

Transposition
This beautiful effec is one
of our most popular
items!  Easy to follow
routine included!

Hopping Half
The fife gimmicked coins
in the Hopping Half set
have always represented
one of the biggest vales in
coin magic! Easy to follow
routine included!

Scotch & Soda
This is a straight-forward
miracle!  Comes complete
with bang ring.  Easy to
follow routine included.

Esoteric Kennedy
Our #1 seller for
years!  A visual illusion is
a crowd stopper and
attention getter. All self
contained and self
working!

Chinatown Half
This classic piece of magic
uses beautiful Chinese
coins.  The effect is so
straight-forward that it
defies detection.  East to
follow routine included.

Folding Half
This is one of the most
talked about effects in
magic�Coin In The
Bottle! Easy to follow
routint inclued.

Expanded Shell
Quarter (Heads)

One of the most deceptive
devices�the Expanded
Coin!

Expanded Shell
Half (Heads)

One of the most deceptive
devices�the Expanded
Coin!

Magnetic Half
A Half Dollar with a
magnet inside!

$65
$65

$27.50

$30 $30 $15

$25$30$30

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/hopping-half-johnson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/expanded-quarter-shell-heads-johnson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/expanded-half-dollar-shell-heads-johnson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/silver-copper-brass-transposition-half-dollar-size-johnson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/scotch-and-soda-johnson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/chinatown-half-dollar/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/folding-half-dollar-johnson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magnetic-half-dollar/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/esoteric-kennedy-exclusive/
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Wonderful Silk Magic

Jeff  McBride Presents...
BEKOS

(Best Ever Knots Off  Silk)
A classic of magic and best quality as
well!

Original 6-Foot Dragon
Rice Silks

(Yellow or Red Design)
Brand New�Excellent Condition!

You can�t get good silk anymore like the
Rice Silks.

Billy McComb�s
Half  Dyed Silk

Billy�s signature effect plays
professionally and entertainingly!

IF you have seen Billy does this, you
already know the routine!

Tamariz� Card Silks
IF you could only see Juan Tamariz
perform this!  A classic psychological
move created by the fertile mind of Juan.
See our website for his performance of
this excellent effect!  You will enjoy it
and want it.

$40

$37.50 $50

$395

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bekos-best-ever-knots-off-silk-red-mcbride/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/dragon-design-silk-6-foot-original-rice/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tamariz-card-silks/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/half-dyed-silk-viking/
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Deluxe Magic

Deluxe Silk
To Egg

P r o f e s s i o n a l
Model. The epitome of this effect!
Excellent stage version. Egg actually
broken at end of the routine. (Egg  is a
specially formed ceramic egg!)

Tarbell�s Orange Vase
(Mahogany or Ebony)

A classic as well as functional.  Originals
can bring up to $4,000.00! Vase
contains an orange and the orange is
removed and multiplies into two!  A silk
is used to cover the two oranges and
when uncovered one orange has
vanished!  The silk is tucked into a fist
and it transforms into a orange. The
orange appears and vanishes out of the
vase as well.  High quality and beautiful
to hold.

Classic Copenetro
The classic �Coins through the Glass�
effect!  Four half dollars fly through the
air and instantly and audibly appear in a
glass covered whiskey glass!  Coins fly
one at at time!  Precision magic at its
best!

Al Baker�s
Diminishing Cards

The finest every made!  Used by leading
Pro�s worldwide!  Always entertaining!
Works fine for adult and children�s
shows! All self contained! Easy to do!

$35

$225

$495

$49

Comes in White
or Brown

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/silk-to-egg-deluxe-viking/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=tarbell+orange+vase&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/copenetro-coins-in-glass-viking/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/diminishing-cards-al-baker/
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Comedy Magic

Scared Silly
�Donny The

Donkey
Something new in
the classic routines
of Fraidy Cat
Rabbit!  Children
can relate to these
types routines!  Has
all of the �hot

points� in the routine. The sucker effect
in the end!  The different faces of the
Donkey.  The �You turned it around�
bits. High Quality. Silk Screened
Donkey.  A wonderful funny routine!

The Tumble Bug
A big winner to carry in your pocket for
instant fun! Fools everyone, even the
boys in the magic club! You can make
the Bug do a somersault, but they
cannot, no matter how hard they try!!
Lots of laughs.

What Tha...
Come by and see the cutest little fellow
that induces screams and fear in the
spectator�s minds!  Works itself�it�s
under your control. Is it alive�or is it a
monster?  Will you hold it??

The Chicken Sandwich
Hungry for a great comedy prop! Bite
into this gag and you will get laughs even
if you are not a
comedian! Have a
laugh with this at
the booth.

$225

$20

$35

$8

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/scared-silly-donny-the-donkey-collectors-workshop/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tumble-bug/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/what-tha-by-rodger-lovins-trick/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-chicken-sandwich-david-martinez/
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Collector�s Workshop

The Perfect Time
Combo Large

Many have asked for an improved
version of the CW Perfect Time with an
updated version that has the �hidden
button control� method that took four
years to perfect!

�This is quite possibly the most
remarkable PREDICTION WATCH
ever invented!� -Orson Welles

$395

Impossible Dream Box
By Rich Bloch

A unique parlor or stage effect.  A three
box, nested effect with a twist!  Vanished
objects are appeared in the last box!

Can be loaded in front of the
audience, no assistant needed!
Regular price is $695!

$595

Colin Rose�s
Billet Knife

You can predict any event, headlines, sporting events and many
other events with this invaluable prop!  The mechanism is discreet
with smooth and easy action.

This prop will not let you down.  It loads the prediction into an
envelope at the proper time. A beautiful wood knife that looks
perfectly normal.

$125

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/impossible-dream-by-rich-bloch/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-classic-billet-knife-five-of-hearts/
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Ken Brooke Magic

Absolutely Impossible Wallet
A professional & entertaining way to
have your card prediction �blow their
socks off�!  No palming involved!  Self
working!  Chosen card by spectator
matches your prediction in a envelope!

$25

Fogel�s Second Spot
A professional mentalist routine using
spectators who place item in bags.
Mentalist opens the bag and gives a
reading on the person who put the item
into the bag and then walks over and
hands the item to the proper person!
Great entertainment! Comes complete
with all you need and no gimmicks.

$97.50

Ken�s Krazy Kard
Also known as Popeye Pips!  A staple
in Terry Seabrooke�s show! The red pips
jump around, multiply and entertains the
audience.  You end up with six pips and
comes with Ken Brooke routine.

$40

Joe Riding�s
Three Card Four

aka �The Only Three Card Trick
In The World Using Four Cards�
A true professional classic with both the
Fred Kaps & Ken Brooke routines.  A
time tested effect which has lasted for
years! Plays well in cabaret, tradeshows,
stand-up and stage. Comes complete
with routine and DVD of Bob Swadling�s
demonstration. $35

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/three-card-four-joe-riding/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/absolutely-impossible-wallet-ken-brooke/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/kens-krazy-kards-regular-size-ken-brooke/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/second-spot-maurice-fogel-ken-brooke/
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Ken Brooke Magic

Versa Plus
A winner from the Ken Brooke
Magic Range!  Quite possibly one of
the finest close up card effects for
commercial entertainment!

$22.50

Driebeck Die
The classic �Box goes into a Box�
effect with a fantastic finish! The only
effect in magic world that has this finale
and always gets a huge reception for the
audience.  �How in the world does the
magi get a large box into a small one?�

$97.50

Baby Gag
Do you want laughs?  Do you want
entertainment!  Baby Gag is a sight gag
and plays well in parlor or stage
performances!  Large enough to see
from a distance. 15� tall X12� wide.
Comes with a strong envelope for
protection.

$37.50

Ken Brooke Master
Chop Cup (Aluminum)

The classic Chop Cup that has been
made especially to Ken�s specifications!
Large enough to hold a baseball. Inside
of the cup is seamless. Hands spun! A
favorite of Paul Daniels! Comes
complete with Ken�s routine book.

$90

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/baby-gag-ken-brooke/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/versa-plus-ken-brooke/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/driebeck-die-ken-brooke-large/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ken-brooke-master-chop-cup-aluminum-satin-finish/
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Ken Brooke Magic

Potty Prediction
One of the finest pieces of professional
magic that is good for stand up or parlor
presentations!  A comedy routine using
special apparatus and audience
participation is excellent!

$45

Poker Pot
If you are looking for something entirely
different for close up effects? Then this
is for you.  Dice vanish and reappear
and penetrate in the routine. Routine
by Roy Johnson.  Uses the Okito box
moves, plus many different routines can
be done.

$65

Fred Kaps Working
Performer�s Signed

Card In Wallet
This is the one that took magic by storm
years ago.  High quality superb wallet.
This routine allows repeated
performance over and over.  Selected
signed card inside an envelope.  (Nuff
said)

$52.50

Visionsl Of  Ken Brooke
On this DVD are countless Ken Brooke
movies showing him demonstrating and
performing some of his classic routines
together with many effects from Harry
Stanley�s Unique Magic Studio in
London. Patrick Page has provided a
remarkable and informative live sound
commentary for this fabulous DVD.

$40

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/potty-prediction-ken-brooke/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/working-performers-card-to-wallet-ken-brooke/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/poker-pot-jack-avis-ken-brooke/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/visions-of-ken-brooke-dvd/
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Unique Magic

Ultra Princess
Card Trick

The classic routine is re-done with a
�kicker�!  The Princess Card trick has
been around for 60 years and if you
don�t have this effect, you are missing
out on a big winner!

Jumbo...$15

The Ghost Matchbox
MADE FAMOUS BY JOHN

CALVERT
The little match box is under your
command and opens and closes at your
will! It�s always ready and easy to do.
John always carried one in his pocket
for instantaneous impromptu
performances!  Very effective!

$12.50

Card Control
Gimmick

This gimmick enables a card worker go
control any card and allows the
performer to steal the card whenever
he/she wants. Many ideas and routines
are possible with this gimmick.

$15

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultimate-card-control-gimmick-jim-spence/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ghost-matchbox/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultra-princess-card-trick-jumbo/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultra-princess-card-trick-jumbo/
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Unusual Magic
Notorious Rosco Shells! 3 Versions!

Eye-Gore
Marie Antoinette

The Beast
If you want something different in the 3 shell
game...these shells are it!  PLUS they create a much
bigger buzz and excitement. They are individually
casted by hand and perfected for performance.  Sure
grip geometry and comes with professional sure grip
peas for each set.

Eye-Gore...$68
Marie Antoinette...$63

The Beast...$70

Pete Biro�s
Comedy Linking Saw

You want funny!  You want laughs! The
Biro Hacksaw is just the item. Pete has
brought back this classic gag and it�s
comedy at its best! So the magician
cannot get the rings unlinked?  He uses
the saw, but even the saw gets connected
to the rings!  Very funny.

$50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-beast-roscoe/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=notorious+rosco&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/marie-antionette-skeleton-shells-by-roscoe-2/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/eye-gore-skeleton-shells-by-roscoe/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/comedy-linking-saw-pete-biro/
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Professional Mentalism

Oracle Pad
No swami gimmicks! What you have is a
marriage of an uncanny effect coupled with
professional quality. An entirely different and
unusual way to carry an innocent wallet and
be able to perform an instant miracle!
Prediction paper can be torn off and handed
to spectator.  Innocent looking.  Refill
available ($18).

$110

Force 4
Available in 2 Sizes�

Standard & Mini
Force 4 does exactly what the name
suggests�it allows  you to force four
envelopes to four spectators in a very
fair manner!  Standard is for stage or
parlor and mini can be carried in your
coat pocket.

Standard...$145

Mini...$120

Rocky Clement�s
Final Answer

2 Versions�Stage & Parlor
A prediction board you can count on!
Audience participation where they do
the choosing.  They are written down
in colored chalk! At once, the mentalist
opens the upper door to reveal that his
prediction matches theirs but his writing
is in white chalk! No forces! No
double writing! No assistants! No
electronics! No one ahead! No
loading!

Stage...$850

Parlor...$395

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/final-answer-rocky-clements-exclusive/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/final-answer-parlor-rocky-clements/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/forcefourwaynerogers/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=Force+4+-+Wayne+Rogers&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/force-4-mini-wayne-rogers/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=final+answer&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/oracle-pad-2-0-feather-touch-magic/
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More Mentalism Magic

ESP Match Board
This effect has to be a winner as it�s been
around for years and in different sizes
and different cards.  This model uses ESP
cards.  Easy to see and carry. Spectator�s
choice of cards matches the mentalist�s
choices�he has pre-set in the frame!
Don�t be fooled by the simplicity!

$67.50

Correct Key
The classic effect where the magi shows
seven keys and only ONE will open the
lock!  He lays out a $20 for the one
whose key opens the lock. He gets the
last key left!  Viola...it is his key that
opens the lock!

$85

Richard Osterlind�s
ForeSign

Richard�s latest and new DVD. Comes
with props and routines. A powerful
mental effect and endorsed by Neal
Scryer!

$35

Three Button Monte
�Step right  up ladies and gents�...  You
can�t lose your money, you can only win
my money!�  A fun �con game�! Lots
of laughs!

$47.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/esp-match-board/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/foresign-richard-osterlind-3/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/correct-key/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/three-button-monte/
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Professional Card Magic

Gambler�s Marked Deck
The professionally marked deck comes
with a book that has everything you need
too master �Marked Deck� concepts!
Bicycle cards.

$35

Premonition Box Deluxe
An ingenious device for any mentalist
or performer. Excellent for close up!
Diabolic in method and fools magicians.
Not a trick deck routine. Self working,
easy to do and no sleights, no false cuts
and no rough and smooth or short cards
and can be instantly repeated! Now with
Bicycle back cards!

$85

Square Circle Prediction
A clever card & coin effect that is a
double prediction!  Spectator selects two
cards and performer does a double
whammy with a double prediction.  Very
clever!  Fools magicians!

$15

Zycho
Comedy mentalism at its best! The
audience is in on this one and they love
it! Prediction goes wrong...and then it
goes right�the audience is �double
crossed� and the laughs guaranteed!
Comes complete with props and routine.

$130

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/marked-deck-gamblers/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/square-circle-prediction/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/premonition-box-deluxe-bicycle/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/zycho-comedy-mentalism/
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Quality Magic

Mysterious Affair (Standard) & Classic Film Vérite
TWO excellent book tests using Agatha Christie books and one using 32 cards of
famous movies.  An amazing secret, so easy you will be doing in minutes. No crib
sheets. Nothing to memorize and nothing to carry. Two of our top sellers in 2014-
15.

Mysterious Affair...$169
Classic Film Vérite...$50

Tommy Wonder�s
The Squeeze

Another crowd pleaser from Tommy
Wonder.  It is impossible to get a LARGE
DECK OF CARDS INTO A SMALL
CARD BOX? Yet with Tommy�s effect
YOU can do this.  Very entertaining!

$38

Auke Van Dokkum�s
Whitewash

An impressive visual effect which gets a
BIG reaction! Spectator mentally
chooses a card from the deck and the
magi lays down a fan of cards and when
turned over, shows ALL to be blank!  But
the spectator�s  card is the only one with
a printed face!  Easy to perform. Fast
reset. No sleights.

$35

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/classic-film-verite-jim-kleefeld/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/classic-film-verite-jim-kleefeld/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mysterious-affair-regular-pre-sale/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mysterious-affair-regular-pre-sale/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-squeeze-tommy-wonder-onosaka/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/whitewash-auke-van-dokkum/
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Money Magic

Bill Pryor�s
Impossible Dream

An outstanding impromptu money
illusion! The perfect money effect! Real
money is used and a $2 bill changes into
two $1�s and two $1�s changes instantly
into a $5.00! Natural moves, nothing
suspicious, no difficult sleights.  Perform
it under the spectator�s noses!

Michael Close�s
Dollar Bill

We have sold this miracle money effect
for years and purchased the rights from
Michael Close years ago!

It was a winner then and is still a winner
now. A miracle with real money!

$30

Squeaking Salt Shaker
The perfect little gimmick for the perfect
misdirection! Bring it out�shake it and it squeaks,
squeaks and squeaks and then the magic happens.
The invisible dust does the magic for you. Use it
for productions, vanishes, sleights and spectators
will love it.  AKA Woofle Dust

$25

$22.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/impossible-dream/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/michael-close-dollar-bill-exclusive/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/squeaking-salt-shaker/
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Stage Magic

Giant 3 1/2  Of Clubs
This is a winner!  For close up!  Parlor!
Stage! The perfect gag card!  Magi
brings out the GIANT card & says he
will have a card selected that matches
his prediction. (Giant card is not
revealed).  He predicts that his giant card
will match one-half of the card selected
by spectator.  But spectator selects the
7 of Clubs, and the prediction now looks
impossible! Now the Magi turns over his
giant card prediction and lo & behold,
the card shows the 3 ½ of Clubs!  Do
NOT think that this effect does not get
laughs!  You will enjoy performing this
as laughs is what it is all about.

$10

Flipp Flapp Box
MADE FAMOUS BY MAGIC HANDS
A unique production apparatus that
presents he performer with
opportunities to produce silks,
sponges, spring flowers and
even a bottle or two from what
looks like an empty frame! Can
be shown empty at any and all
times.  Very clever!

$70

Jumbo King To Queen
Finally a jumbo changing card that plays
great and is affordable!  Purchase a single
card and it will allow you to perform all
kinds of routines.  The card changes at
will into another card!  15-inches tall by
10-inches wide.  GREAT VALUE!

2 for...$40 $25

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/giant-3-12-clubs/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=jumbo+king+to+queen&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/flip-flap-box/
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Unique Magic
Invisible Ice Cubes

Great for Close-Up and Parlor!
My wife looked at me as though I was
crazy when I asked her to reach into
the bowl of water and hand me some
ice cubes!  She said; �There are NO
ice cubes in the bowl�!  I said, �Just
reach in and hand me some�. She
did and laughed out loud in disbelief
as she came out with a handful of ice!

$27.50

Irv Weiner�s
Red Tape Thumb Tie

This was one of Irv�s best effects and
it could be yours also! A modern
version of the classic thumb tie escape
using just simple red tape.

Magician  can catch rings tossed at
his hands. Arms can go through the
back of a chair.  Thumbs can be
inspected at any time!  Fabulous
entertainment.

$22.50

No-Talk PK Rings
Both Versions!

These new magnetic rings do NOT talk!
They are silent in use so there is NO
�clink� when picking up anything metal.
Attractive as well.

Standard...$45
Super...$70

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/invisible-ice-cubes/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/red-tape-thumb-tie-irv-weiner/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=no-talk+pk+rings&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/no-talk-super-pk-ring/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/no-talk-pk-ring-ver-2-0-s-m-l-xl-xxl/
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Professional Magic

Pro Lights
Available in White, Green & Blue!

A thumb tip that give us a fabulous
�FLASH� and can be repeated at once!
This is not a Rocco D�Lite...but a
electronic gagged thumb when pressed
by the thumb sends a quick instant flash!
And can be recharged when necessary.
Hundreds of flashes in each charge.

$70

Superior Hydrostatic Glass
There is NO hydrostatic glass in magic world as good as this one!  You know the
routine...Fill a glass full of water and turn it upside down and the water does not
spill out!  But on command, by the performer, the water spills out completely. Top
quality & easy to do.

$55

Loops
A  break through years ago by Finn Jon
Do you need to embellish your supply?

Finn Jon...$10
New Mesika...$10

https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=loops&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/loops-improved-by-yigal-mesika/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/loops-revolutionary-thread-finn-jon/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/pro-light-white-by-marc-antoine-tricks/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/superior-hydrostatic-glass/
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Stevens Magic Exclusives

Empathy
(Book Test)

By Edward Stein
$250

The Unholy Grail
By Larry Baukin

$185

Cold Reading: Classic
Book Of  Techniques

By Martin Baukin
$255

The Bequeathment
By Dr. Todd Landman

$40

Epistementalogie
By Dr. Todd Landman

$60

The Magic Menagerie
By Dr. Todd Landman

$65

Performance On Trial
By Joseph Curcillo III, Esq.

$40

The Bridge
The Mentalism Of
Dream (Bilingual)

By Bill Montana
$100

The Bridge II
Dream Crafting

By Bill Montana
$60

Access Website For Details On Books!Access Website For Details On Books!Access Website For Details On Books!Access Website For Details On Books!Access Website For Details On Books!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/empathy-book-test-english-edition/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/uholy-grail-larry-baukin-bk/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cold-reading-the-classic-book-of-techniques-martin-baukin/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-bequeathment-bk-dr-todd-landman/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/epistementalogie-by-dr-todd-landman/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-magic-menagerie-todd-landman-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/performance-on-trial-joseph-curcillo-iii-esq/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-bridge-the-mentalism-of-dreams-bill-montana-bk/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-bridge-2-0-bill-montana/
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Mark Edward Exclusives

Dolphin Tears
By Mark Edward

$55

Bundles
By Mark Edward

$40

Graphick
By Mark Edward

$45

Hand Springs
By Mark Edward

$50

Restless Plots:
Resvised Edition

By Mark Edward
$43

Loose Ends
By Mark Edward

$43

Mediums, Well Done!
By Mark Edward

$23

PSI-Lines
By Mark Edward

$35

Sense And Seance
By Mark Edward

$90

Access Website For Details On Books!Access Website For Details On Books!Access Website For Details On Books!Access Website For Details On Books!Access Website For Details On Books!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/dolphins-tears-mark-edward-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/psi-lines-mark-edward-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/hand-springs-mark-edward-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bundles-mark-edward-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/restless-plots-revised-2003-edition-exclusive/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sense-and-seance-mark-edward-exclusive/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mediums-well-done-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/loose-ends-mark-edward-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/graphick-mark-edward-book/
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Scryer Books

Scryer�s Black
& White

By Webster/Scryer
$165

Carnival Of  Secrets
By Webster/Scryer

$145

Icebreakers
Lecture Notes

 By Webster/Scryer
$20

Mainly Cards
Lecture Notes
By Ricard Webster

$165

Neal Scryer & Friends
By Webster/Scryer

$235

Scryer�s 13
 By Webster/Scryer

$165

Scryer�s Secrets
By Webster/Scryer

$99

Strictly Scryer
By Webster/Scryer

$99

Scryer�s Vault
 By Webster/Scryer

$99

Access Website For Details On Books!Access Website For Details On Books!Access Website For Details On Books!Access Website For Details On Books!Access Website For Details On Books!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/icebreakers-lecture-notes-from-mind-summit-2015/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/scryers-secrets-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/scryers-vault-richard-webster-bk/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/strictly-scryer-richard-webster-pre-sale/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/scryers-13-richard-webster-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-black-and-white-book-combined-websterscryer/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/carnival-of-secrets-neal-scryer-richard-webster-bk/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/neal-scryer-friends-richard-webster-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mainly-cards-richard-webster-lecture-notes-from-mind-summit-2015/
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Stevens Magic

How To Increase Your
Income With ESP

By Mark Edward
$28

Top 10 Mentalism
With Cards

By Mark Edward
$43

Silentium
By Mark Edward

$45

Tenebrae
By Mark Edward

$25

A Lifetime Of Magic
By Charles Gauci

$150

Bairn:  The Brain
Children of  Ken Dyne

(soft cover only)
By Ken Dyne

$87

The Stevens Family

Access Website For Details On Books!Access Website For Details On Books!Access Website For Details On Books!Access Website For Details On Books!Access Website For Details On Books!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/how-to-increase-your-income-with-esp-mark-edward-book-exclus/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/top-ten-mentalism-with-cards-mark-edward-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/silentium-mark-edward/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tenebrae-mark-edward-bk/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/a-lifetime-of-magic-charles-gauci-book-2/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bairn-the-brain-children-of-ken-dyne-bk-soft-back/

